
KAPIL SHARMA MOVIE BUSINESS PLAN

Kapil Sharma released his second Bollywood film, Firangi, on Friday. According to a report in Times of India, the movie
has managed to make.

Firangi also marks Kapil Sharma's debut as a producer. My film was a promising one as well. Indian Express
critic Shubhra Gupta called the movie only mildly-engaging but far too long in her review. As pointed out by
most of the film reviewers, a rather long runtime and an inconsistent script are only some of the drawbacks of
the film. Eventually, the film got an opening of Rs What do you want to make next? IANS Most television
personalities who have tried their luck in Bollywood have been unable to hit the bullseye at the box office,
especially with their first films. Neither the comic potential at the core of the film nor the energy of Kapil
Sharma's antics is enough to pull it out of the irremediable mess it degenerates into. According to trade analyst
Girish Johar, Firangi has earned Rs 90 lakh on Monday bringing its total collection to Rs 7. Set in
British-ruled India, Firangi is a period drama that revolves around the life of Mangu Kapil Sharma , who gets
a job under a British officer and how it affects his love story. A still from Kis Kisko Pyaar Karu. But I knew
that these surveys are done online with mostly youngsters. On its opening day, the film received a lukewarm
response. I do, and there are a few plans that are in motion. Though no one can question his comic timing, his
selection of script is under serious doubt. But Kapil Sharma has landed a hit with his debut release. Sustaining
a hit show on television, and being accepted by people, is very tough. Yes, that the show will continue, for
now. Did you expect this? Despite poor reviews from film critics, the movie hasn't fared very badly at the box
office. A few big producers have shown interest in making a film with me, as they feel I am a safe bet. Its long
runtime has been said to be another drawback for the film. According to a report in Times of India, the movie
has managed to make Rs 6. India biz. Will you continue doing your TV show, or will you quit the tube to
work on your Bollywood career? But with the positive response, the responsibilities also increase. I am active
on Twitter, so I am in touch with people constantly. Thankfully, because the movie is a hit, all doors are open
for me now. From the beginning, Kapil says, he knew he was dealing with a safe subject, and that the audience
supported it. It feels good to get such a wonderful response from the audience. I was actually very excited
about seeing myself on the big screen. He is considered to be one of the best comedians in India. Firangi also
marks Kapil Sharma's debut as a producer. Despite Kapil Sharma's popularity among the masses, Firangi has
not managed to impress the audience or the film critics. I want to do some interesting and challenging roles.
No, not at all. It will be a comedy for sure, but something better. Actors are never satisfied.


